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On 1st July, Ashley Hickson-Lovence talked 
to Year 12 English students about his journey 
from Hackney council estate to published 
author of novel The 392. Students got an 
insight into the publishing process, learning 
about the importance of finding an agent, the 
right publisher and fellow authors to support 
your work. Ashley is now completing his PhD 
in Creative Writing at the University of East 
Anglia, and is working on his second novel. 
The 392 will be available to borrow from 
Stanley Avenue Library in September!

'This novel follows the lives of two young boys who, as they grow older, 
experience sex, life and loneliness. Its meticulously written, and we come to 
understand the characters of Ellis and Michael in depth, and the intensity of 
their love and friendship. Winman depicts the beauty of all types of art and 
the powerful emotions it can evoke.' Suleqa Aden, LS4 

Want to see your own review here? Fill out a book review slip from the lending desk & return to Ms King!

Read around your subject!
NEW NON-FICTION: ARRIVING SEPT 2019

neurological disorders.  These are case 
studies of people who have lost their memories 
and with them the greater part of their pasts; 
who are no longer able to recognise people or 
common objects; whose limbs have become 
alien; who are afflicted and yet are gifted with 
uncanny artistic or mathematical talents. Each 
tale is a unique and deeply human study of life 
struggling against incredible adversity.

Author & poet Ashley Hickson- 
Lovence visits Alperton

Change is afoot at SA Library...

Your library at Stanley 
Avenue is about to be 
extended and refurbished 
- expect lots of change 
when you return in 
September! If you have 

Last month 
Alperton donated 
over 50 boxes of 
books from SA and 
ER Libraries to the 
charity 
Hope4Nepal. Once 
the delivery has 
arrived, teachers  

Tin ManSTUDENT BOOK REVIEWS! 

Hundreds of books donated to 
Hope4Nepal!

from all over Nepal will come to select which 
books they can use in their school. A big 
thank you to Ms Edwards for organising this!

any books currently on loan, please ensure 
they are returned or renewed at ER Library.

If you're studying 
Psychology try 'The Man 
Who Mistook His Wife for a 
Hat' by Oliver Sacks - 
Neurologist Dr Oliver Sacks 
recounts the stories of patients 
lost in the bizarre, apparently 
inescapable world of


